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which I call foo.SaveAs(filename, "pdf"). Works nice, the SaveAs() also knows when there is a XPDF which is in conflict with a wxPdfWriter object

(works nice with evince-gtk as well), so I will use this as base. pitti, while doing this I always observed that evince in wxWidgets-independent
programs does not start with an empty document, the blank document is only created on reading the file into evince. pitti, this is with current saucy,
so may be with the end of the LTS your idea will have an effect. tkamppeter: oh, hang on, I thought this was with the current version pitti, I checked
with Saucy and it seems to work as with saucy. tkamppeter: do you have an exmaple PDF document? tkamppeter: I can test it in parallel tkamppeter:

uploaded to my PPA pitti, OK. I will check it soon and upload an empty PDF and see if it is working or not. tkamppeter: I created a new evince
binary in my PPA tkamppeter: the saucy one is still in main pitti, in your PPA should I see the same binaries as saucy or? tkamppeter: not, it should

be empty tkamppeter: i386? amd64? pitti, amd64 tkamppeter: ok, still some more investigation tkamppeter: I don't see anything like "ev
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